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SUMMARY

i The effect of localized structural damping on the excitability of

)igher order normal modes of the Large Space Telescope is investigated.

preprocessor computer program was developed to incorporate Voigt
_tructural joint damping models in a NASTRAN finite-element dynamic model.

postprocessor computer program was developed to select critical modes

_or (I) low-frequency attitude-control problems and for (2) higher

requency fine-stabilization problems. The mode selection is accomplished
)y ranking the flexible modes based on (I) coefficients for rate gyro,

osition gyro, and optical sensors and on (2) image-plane motions due to
inusoidal or random power spectral density force and torque inputs.

INTRODUCTION

The presence of distributed damping in spacecraft structures may

Significantly affect the predicted dynamic response of higher order normal

_odes. The purpose of this study was to develop and implement a general

ethodology framework for evaluating the effects of distributed structural
amping on spacecraft structures. Identification of potential limitations

in the conventional use of uncoupled normal modes for structural dynamic

response analyses has resulted from the application of this methodology

to the Large Space Telescope (LST) control system design (reference I).

The methodology is concerned with two general aspects: (I) including

distributed damping in a finite-element structural model and (2) selecting

critical modes for subsequent dynamic analyses and assessing the effects

of modal velocity coupling. Methodology for modeling distributed damping

in a NASTRAN structural model was developed and implemented in a preprocessor

computer program used to generate the required NASTRAN BULK DATA. This
computer program was developed for convenience in preparing NASTRAN input,

and its use is strictly optional. Methodology for selecting critical modes

and assessing modal coupling was developed and implemented in a post-

processor computer program. Application of this methodology to the LST

!control and fine-stabilization problems was accomplished using a detailed

ILST NASTRAN structural model. Qualitative results and conclusions of the

present study are discussed.

i
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STRUCTURALJOINTMODELING

Structural damping is comprised of both material (hysteretic) damping
and energy dissipation in structural joints. Material damping maybe
represented in linear dynamic response analyses by uncoupled modal
viscous damping ratios (_). Energy dissipation in structural joints is
a nonlinear function of manyparameters (references 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6).
However, this phenomenonmust also be represented by linear models
so that linear analysis techniques may be used. Two linear joint models
have been used to describe the frequency-dependent effects of distributed
joint damping: the Maxwell model and the Voigt model. The three-parameter
anelastic model, referred to as the Maxwell model, has been identified in the
literature (references 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7) as a feasible model for repre-
senting hysteretic damping in materials. For a massless structural element
and joint supporting a single mass, the Maxwell and Voigt models are
essentially equivalent. Since the two-parameter Voigt model is simpler
than the three-parameter Maxwell model, the Voigt model is used in the
application to the LST control and vibration studies.

The two-parameter Voigt unit, shownschematically in Figure 1, consists
of a spring in parallel with a viscous damper. It is the simplest complex-
notation model and possesses hysteretic properties characteristic of
damping in materials and structural joints. For sinusoidal excitation,
the equivalent damping and stiffness coefficients (CT and KT) for the
Voigt model, in series with a spring, are functions both of the struc-
tural parameters (K,Kv,C) and of the forcing frequency (B):

C K2
CT = (K+Kv)2 + C282

KKv(K+Kv) + C2_2K

(K+Kv)2 + C2B 2

These coefficients are determined for the single degree-of-freedom system

shown in Figure i using Laplace transforms.

For very low frequencies,

CT(_=0) = C (-
K )2

K+K v

K

_(_=0) = KV( K+Kv

Equation (4) indicates that, at very low frequencies, the total Voigt

joint/member stiffness coefficient is the static stiffness of the series

spring arrangement.
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For very high frequencies,

CT(_=_) = 0

KT(_=_) = K

quations (5) and (6) indicate that at very high frequencies the damper

_fectively becomes rigid; thus, the total Voigt joint/member damping

_efficient is zero and the total stiffness coefficient is the member

Liffness.

A preprocessor computer program was written to implement this

_thodology by adding structural joint models to a NASTRAN finite-element

:ructural model. The preprocessor modifies the input data for a conven-

Lonal finite-element structural model and generates additional inputs

_cessary to incorporate the Voigt Joint damping model at the ends of

)ecified BAR or ROD elements. The damping characteristics of the joints

re modeled with the NASTRAN linear viscous damping element (VISC).

_e preprocessor is presently limited to incorporating joint damping at

le ends of BAR and ROD elements defined in a rectangular coordinate

,stern.

Schematics of NASTRAN BAR and ROD elements with joint damping models

Lcluded at one end are shown in Figure 2. The original element lies

_tween gridpoints a and b. When the user requests a joint damping

_del to be included at gridpoint a, the preprocessor establishes the

odel as follows:

a. Gridpoint c is introduced on the BAR (ROD) axis at a specified

distance from gridpoint a.

b, Properties of the BAR (ROD) between gridpoints a and c are

altered as specified, either by direct input or by default

values, to provide desired stiffness characteristics.

C. For a BAR element, gridpoints e and f are established such that

gridpoints a, b, e and f form an orthogonal axis system at

gridpoint a. Gridpoint e is in plane 1 of the BAR element, and

gridpoint f is in plane 2. The distances from gridpoint a to

gridpoints c, e and f are identical.

d, Viscous damping (VISC) elements (m, n and p) with desired

properties are inserted between gridpoints a and c, a and e, and

a and f for a BAR element and between a and c only for a ROD

element. The VISC elements used with BAR and ROD elements may

have translational damping components, in addition to the rotational

components, only when the VISC element axis is aligned with an'

axis of the displacement coordinate system.

e. For a BAR element, gridpoints e and f are multipoint-constrained

to gridpoint c.

(5)

(6)
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The VISC element provides damping along its axis and in torsion about

its axis. Therefore, for a BAR element, three VlSC elements are required

at each gridpoint to provide damping of all six degrees of freedom.

The locations of gridpoints e and f in Figure 2(a) are calculated, in

the rectangular coordinate system, by vector analysis.

Default values are automatically specified by the preprocessor for the

NASTRAN data describing the structural joints. The default value specifying

joint length results in a joint member whose length is ten percent of the

original element length. The default values specifying joint member area,

moments of inertia, and torsional constant are calculated to give a ten

percent reduction in axial, bending, and torsional stiffnesses for a
cantilever beam. This stiffness reduction results in a five percent

reduction in the first resonant frequency for a massless cantilever beam

with a concene_ated mass at the tip. The five percent frequency reduction

is consistent with the lower values measured from actual hardware compared

with values predicted from standard finite-element analysis techniques.

The VISC elements and parameters chosen to define the joint damping

characteristics must result in a physical damping matrix which satisfies

kinematic compatibility. The compatibility relations for the damping

matrix are represented by

[BGG]{_R } = {0}

where [BGG] is the NASTRANviscous damping matrix in physical coordinates,

and{_ R} is an arbitrary vector of rigid-body translations and rotations.

Equation (7) ensures that no damping forces are generated by rigid-body

motions. With regard to kinematic compatibility, the NASTRAN VlSC damping

element is limited to two applications:

a, With translational damping, the compatibility relations are

Satisfied only when the axis of the VlSC element is aligned

with an axis of the displacement coordinate system.

b. Without translational damping, the compatibility relations

involving only rotational damping are satisfied for any

orientation of the VlSC element.

For the general case of an arbitrarily oriented element havin_ both
translational and rotational damping components, the present NASTRAN VISC

element does not provide the translation / rotation damping coupling

terms required by Equation (7).
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MODE SELECTION

Critical mode selection is accomplished by the postprocessor computer
program using structural dynamic characteristics, including the coupled

lodal damping matrix, obtained from the NASTRAN restart tape. The NASTRAN

!alculation of the modal damping matrix is accomplished with DAMP ALTER

_tatements in the NASTRAN EXECUTIVE CONTROL deck. The postprocessor has

_wo major options. It will select critical modes for (1) low-frequency

_ontrol problems involving sinusoidal analysis and (2) higher frequency

!ine-stabilization problems involving either sinusoidal or random vibration

malysis. The methodology determines the critical normal modes in the

Low-frequency control range by comparing control-system coefficients

issociated with optical sensors as well as with rate and position gyro

_ensors. In the higher frequency fine-stabilization range, the methodology

_etermines the critical normal modes by estimating the image-plane motion

lue to specified sinusoidal or random power spectral density (PSD) force

_nd torque inputs. These calculations for ranking the modes use only

_he diagonal terms of the coupled modal damping matrix. The significance

pf the neglected damping coupling terms is therefore evaluated numerically

in a separate series of calculations. The capability to convert between

ifferent systems of units is also available; the postprocessor input

p°und'sec°nd2 -second system or FSS (foot-
Way be provided in the inch- inch

slug-second) system and the output can be converted to the FSS or MKS

i(meter-kilogram-second) system. The general logic flow of the post-
>rocessor is shown in Figure 3.

Low-Frequency Control Option

For the control option, the postprocessor reads the following

structural dynamic characteristics from the NASTRAN checkpoint/restart
i

Itape:

[_] the matrix of mode shapes for selected modes and freedoms

{M} the matrix of generalized masses for selected modes

[D] the matrix of generalized coupled modal damping terms for

selected modes

{_} the matrix of modal frequencies for selected modes

The optical amplification matrix, [Bo] , and grid l.D.'s of image train

components are input to the postprocessor by punched cards. The optical

amplification matrix describes the three translations of the image plane

in terms of physical translations and rotations of the image train

components.
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The coupled model damping matrix is calculated by applying the modal

transformation to the viscous damping matrix [BGG] generated by NASTRAN

in physical coordinates

[D] =[_]T[BGG] [_] =[BHH]

The DMAP ALTER statements used to calculate and output the coupled

damping matrix are included in the EXECUTIVE CONTROL deck as shown in

Table I.

Equivalent modal viscous damping (_i) is calculated from the coupled

modal damping matrix as follows:

Dii
_° =
i 2_.M.

I i

Rate or position coefficients for each requested mode are calculated for

the selected freedoms and image plane motions as follows:

_3014,j _3024, j

R(3014, 3024)j = (2_ j)_j M.O

P(3014, 3022)j =

qb3014, j qb3022,j

2

(2_j) _j M.3

P (3014, )j = [Bo ]{_}_3014,j
(2_.) _2 M

J J J

where R and P denote rate and position coefficients, respectively. Grid-

point freedoms for the input point and response point are specified in

parentheses. The last digit of each I.D. is the input or output freedom

specified at the gridpoint indicated by the preceding digits. For example,

P(3014, 3022)j requests a position coefficient to be calculated for the

jth mode at gridpoint 302 in the freedom 2(y) direction due to a unit

sinusoidal torque at gridpoint 301 in the freedom 4 (0x) direction. The

three-component vector of displacement response at the image plane due to

a unit sinusoidal torque at gridpoint 301 in the freedom 4 (0x) direction

is calculated as shown in Equation (12). Position and rate coefficients

for all selected modes are ranked and listed along with their mode numbers

and frequencies.
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High-Frequency Fine-Stabilization Option
i

For the fine-stabilization option, as with the low-frequency control

tion, the structural dynamic characteristics[_],_,[D] and{w} for

lected modes and freedoms are read from the NASTRAN checkpoint/restart

Ipe, and the optical amplification matrix [Bo] and grid I.D.'s of the

age train components are input by cards. Equivalent modal viscous

Imping coefficients are calculated using Equation (9).

i The inputs uniaue to this option are tables of sinusoidal peak or PSD
rce and torque levels versus frequency which are used in the sinusoidal

!random analyses, respectively. Since the phase relationships among

!e sinusoidal force and torque inputs are not well defined, the generalized

rce for the jth mode Fj is represented by

F

Fj = max(l_ji[ *Fi)

iere
[

F

!

F .th th

_ji is the 3 mode shape at the i forced freedom,and

F. is the peak force (or torque) of the i th forced freedom

i at the jtn mode frequency

.e modal displacement at resonance q for the jth mode is

F.
3

= .z . M.
qj 2_j . m 3 3

ysical displacements corresponding to the optical train components for
e jth mode are

{XB} j ={_jB} qJ

B . th

iere {_j}is the j mode shape vector at the response freedoms
corresponding to the optic train components.

lysical displacements of the image at the focal plane for the jth mode are

{Xl} j = [Bo] {x B} j

s previously noted, the optical amplification matrix, [BA], describes

ree translations of the image plane in terms of physica_ translations

d rotations of the image train components.

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)
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For randomforce (or torque) inputs, the RMSmodal displacements for the
jth modeare

i (_fjSj _j) ½
(qj)RMS- 2_j . mjz . M.3

where S.j = {_jF}T[SF(fj)]{@jF } = i_ (#iFj)2 SFi(fj)

(li

and
SFi(fj) is the input force (torque) power spectrum at the

ith input freedom for frequency f.
J

The individual input force PSD's, defined with frequency (f) in Hz,

are assumed approximately constant within _ 20_jf i of the jth modal

frequency. This frequency band accounts for ap_r6ximately 98 percent of

the RMS modal displacement for a constant PSD. No cross-spectra are assumed

so that [SF(fj)] is a diagonal matrix constructed, for each frequency,
from one value of force PSD and one value of torque PSD.

Equations (15) and (16) are then used to calculate RMS values of physical

displacements (XB) and displacements of the image at the focal plane (xI)

for each mode. These calculated RMS displacements are ranked and listed

along with their mode numbers and frequencies.

The degree of modal velocity coupling is calculated as the ratio

of coupled to uncoupled response for all modes having potentially

significant coupling. These modes are identified by numerically consider-

ing both the relative magnitudes of each pair of off-diagonal and

diagonal damping terms and the proximity of the modal frequencies corres-

ponding to these pairs of damping terms. To assess the degree of modal

velocity coupling, the ratio of coupled response to uncoupled response

is calculated and output for all modes selected as having potentially

significant coupling. The coupled response is calculated for each mode

using the admittance matrix at the resonant frequency and unit forces

applied at selected gridpoints.

LST STRUCTURAL MODEL

The basic LST structural dynamics model (Model I) includes detailed modelJ

of the Support Systems Module (SSM), the Orbital Telescope Assembly/Science

Instruments (OTA/SI) and four deployed appendages. Table 2 shows the

detailed breakdown into numbers of gridpoints, structural elements, and

dynamic degrees of freedom for the various substructures comprising the

complete structural dynamic model. The grid geometry and some of the element

connections and gridpoint identifications for the SSM and OTA/SI structural

dynamic models are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.
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The SSM model, shown in Figure 4, consists of the aft shell, the equipment
iection including reaction wheels and interface points, the forward shell,

md appendages. The aft shell is modeled with coarse-grid plate elements

_s suggested by Figure 4. Four ring stiffeners, three on the cylinder and

_ne around the access porthole on the aft end, are modeled with BAR elements.
_he forward end of the aft shell is connected to the smaller diameter inner

_hell of the equipment section through multipoint constraint equations.

The equipment section inner shell is modeled with 60 plate elements as shown

_n Figure 4. The equipment bays are formed by three large external ring

iFrames and 15 longerons. These rings and longerons, not shown in the figure,
_re modeled with 105 BAR elements offset radially approximately one-half the

_ay depth. The forward gridpoints of the SSM equipment section are connected

to the central gridpoint through multipoint constraint equations. Four

reaction wheels are each supported by four BAR elements attached to the

orners of the forward and aft compartments of the bays as shown in Figure 4.

he gridpoints representing the reaction wheels have six dynamic degrees of

freedom each. The three SSM interface gridpoints are each supported by
£wo stiff BAR elements which distribute the interface loads to the aft and

henter ring frames at the intersection with the nearest longeron. These BAR

lements are not shown in Figure 4. The forward shell is modeled as a beam

consisting of ii BAR elements cantilevered from the central gridpoint of the

orward end of the equipment section.

The deployed high gain antennas (HGA) and solar arrays are modeled as beams
iconsisting of 5 and 9 BAR elements each, respectively. The bases of the

appendages are connected to the forward end of the SSM equipment section

ith 3 rotational and 3 translational scalar spring elements each.

! The OTA/SI model, shown in Figure 5, consists of the metering truss including

ithe secondary mirror, the primary support structure including the primary

mirror and interface flexures, and the focal plane structure including the

science instruments. The graphite/epoxy metering truss is modeled with BAR

elements as shown in Figure 5. The secondary mirror is supported by four

radial graphite/epoxy beams, each modeled with three BAR elements. The

isecondary mirror gridpoint, having six degrees of freedom, is connected to

!the four support points by multipoint constraint equations.

The primary support structure consists of six radial beams connecting inner
and outer rings as shown in Figure 5. These beams and rings are modeled

with 42 BAR elements. The metering truss is connected to the stiff outer
i

iring with BAR's at 8 points which represent the eight fittings. The three

primary mirror support gridpoints are connected to three of the radial beams

by three axial bar elements. These three gridpoints are connected to the

central primary mirror gridpoint through multipoint constraint equations.

The three interface flexures are each modeled by two scalar spring elements,

one providing axial stiffness and the other providing tangential stiffness.

These scalar elements connect the SSM interface gridpoint s to three stiff

BAR elements extending radially outward from the OTA/SI primary support

ring as shown in Figure 5.
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The focal plane structure consists of two hexagonal rings connected by si_

axial and six diagonal truss members. This assembly is supported from three

points on the primary support ring by nine truss members. The three fine

guidance sensors are each supported from the focal plane structure by four

BAR elements. The star tracker and two gyro sensors are supported by single

stiff BAR elements from the primary support ring. The six gridpoints on

the aft hexagonal ring of the focal plane structure are connected to a

central gridpoint by multipoint constraint equations. This central grid-

point has six dynamic degrees of freedom. A single gridpoint located aft

of the focal plane is used to represent the science instruments. A rigid

link (multipoint constraint) connects the aft ring gridpoint to the SI

gridpoint.

LST Model I was modified to include structural joint damping at 26 locatio

throughout the structure. This modified finite-element model was designated

LST Model 2. Some joints were incorporated using the preprocessor and others i

were added manually. The manual data input was for joints in the basic

structural model which were modeled using elements other than BARS or RODS.

Voigt models were added at the appendage deployment hinges, the star tracker

support, the metering truss supports, the OTA/SSM interface flexures, the

SI focal plane structure supports, and the SSM forward shell support. The

effects of material damping were included by adding modal viscous damping

for all flexible modes to the modal damping matrix corresponding to the

Voigt joint models.

The deployment hinges for the four appendages (two high-gain antennas and

two solar arrays) in the basic LST model were idealized using scalar spring

(ELAS) elements. The Voigt models were generated for the modified LST model

by adding DAMPI elements in parallel with these ELAS elements to provide

joint damping in three rotational degrees of freedom. Joint damping char-

acteristics for the star tracker, which is cantilevered from the primary

support ring, were also input manually. Scalar damping elements (DAMPI)

were used to provide damping in the three rotational directions. Damping

in the eight metering truss/primary mirror support ring fittings was modeled

using scalar damping (DAMPI) elements in the axial direction only. Damping

in the OTA/SSM interface flexures was modeled using axial scalar damping

elements in parallel with the axial scalar spring components.

The preprocessor was used to incorporate Voigt structural joint models in

the nine BAR elements supporting the SI focal plane structure. The nine

VISC elements, with only rotational damping components, were defined at

the three gridpoints where the SI connects to the primary support ring.

The preprocessor was also used to incorporate a structural joint at the

base of the SSM forward shell.

Free-free mode shapes, frequencies, generalized masses, and the coupled

modal damping matrix for i00 flexible modes were determined using NASTRAN

rigid format 3. Modal frequencies ranged from less than i Hz for appendage

modes to more than 130 Hz. The coupled modal damping matrix for the Voigt

joint damping of LST Model 2 indicated off-diagonal terms frequently

exceeding the corresponding diagonal terms, sometimes by as much as an

order of magnitude.
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RESULTS

i

i The preprocessor and postprocessor methodology was applied to two differentST control system studies: i) a time-domain control simulation and 2) a

Frequency-domain vibration analysis. LST fine-stabilization errors induced

by the attitude control system cover a wide frequency spectrum from DC up

Lo 300 Hz. In order to analyze the problem efficiently, it was divided

into two efforts on the basis of frequency. Although there is some overlap

in frequency, the low-frequency control analysis covers DC up to about 20 Hz,

and the vibration frequency analysis covers from i0 Hz to above i00 Hz.

detailed discussion of this overall approach may be found in Reference 8.
i

Control frequency errors are studied using a closed-loop time-domain

simulation of the control system. A nonlinear, digital, three-axis control

Simulation computer program (DTACS) is used to obtain the image position at

the f/24 focus as a function of time. The higher frequency vibration errors

are studied using an open-loop frequency-domain simulation of the actuator

output vibrations exciting the LST structure. The vibration analysis pro-

ram (VAP) is a linear, digital, three-axis simulation used to obtain image
otions versus excitation frequency.

LST The postprocessor methodology was applied in selecting critical modes of
Model i for DTACS and VAP and comparing these mode orderings with those

obtained by conventional techniques. With the low-frequency control option,

ithe postprocessor mode ordering for LST Model i was based on image-plane

icoefficients calculated using the optical amplification matrix (Equation 12).

IThe conventional ordering was based on the product of mode shapes at applied

Ftorque and image sensor locations divided by the generalized mass. For the

LST structural model, the conventional ordering technique omitted three of

the eight critical modes identified by the postprocessor. However, since

the modes identified by both techniques are the major contributors to the

ILST image motion, the postprocessor methodology and the conventional tech-

nique are equivalent for this particular simulation.

I With the higher-frequency fine-stabilization option, the postprocessor mode

ordering for LST Model i was accomplished using Equations (13) through (16),

iwhere the applied forces and torques were proportional to reaction wheel

excitation frequency raised to the 1.7 power. The conventional ordering

was again based on the product of input and output mode shapes normalized

by the generalized mass. For the LST structural model, the conventional

ordering technique omitted 17 of the 20 critical modes identified by the

postprocessor. The LST image motions calculated from these two different

sets of modes were, of course, significantly different. Those image motions

calculated from the conventional ordering were in error by an order of

magnitude compared with those from the postprocessor ordering.

The preprocessor methodology was applied in generating LST Model 2 with

discrete damping components. The critical modes of this model were selected

for DTACS and VAP by the postprocessor, and the simulation results using

these modes were compared with the previous results from LST Model i. For

the DTACS low-frequency control simulation, the postprocessor mode ordering
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and the calculated image motions were essentially identical for the two LST
models, despite the fact that the damping of the critical low-frequency
modesincreased an order of magnitude for LST Model 2. The increased modal
dampingdid not significantly affect the results since the control loop
used in both cases was designed to be stable for the lower damping. For
the VAPsinusoidal vibration simulation, on the other hand, the modal
dampingeffects are very significant. Although the postprocessor mode
orderings were quite similar for the two LST models, comparisons of
calculated image motions indicate substantial reductions in response
amplitudes due to the increase in modal damping from LSTModel i to LST
Model 2.

The data of LST Model 2 was used to assess the significance of damping
(velocity) coupling amongthe normal modes. The measure used to assess
the degree of coupling is the ratio of coupled response to uncoupled
response. For the 20 most critical modesof LST Model 2, the maximum
assessmentratio is 1.024. For all i00 modes, the minimumassessment
ratio is 0.459 for the 68th mode. These data indicate that modal velocity
coupling is a potentially significant effect for high-accuracy structural
dynamic analysis.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Methodology developed to improve structural joint modeling for distributed
damping and to select critical structural modesfor subsequent analytical
studies has been successfully demonstrated. The NASTRANviscous damping
capability is adequate to represent the general characteristics of localized
structural damping, although special care is required in using the VlSC
dampingelement. The preprocessor computer program automatically generates
NASTRANBULKDATAcards required for a specific class of Voigt joint damping
models. The postprocessor methodology is sufficiently general to select
critical modesfor a broad class of subsequent analytical studies. LST
studies indicate that modal velocity coupling resulting from damping in
discrete structural joints has a potentially significant effect on dynamic
responses.
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Table i.- DMAP ALTER Statements for

Damping Matrix Formulation

N A S T R A N E X E C U T I V F_ C O N T R O L D E C K

--_D--------E-ST-_--MBE_ES-- 1

APP DISPLACEMENT

SOL 3,0

-CHKPNT--YE_

TIME 30

ALTER 28,29

V,v,COUPMA$_/V,Y,CPBAR/V,Y,CPRDD/V,v,CPQUAOI/V,Y,CPQUAD2/V,

Y,CPTRI_I/V,Y,CPTRIA2/VtYtCPTUBE/V,YtCPODPLT/VtYtCPTRPLT/V_

-----------'_,CPTRBSC---_-

SAVE NOMGG,NOBGG $

ALTER 7_

MATGPR GPL_USE]tSIL,_GG//C_N_G$

ALTER 9b

MPYAD XX,PHIG,/BHH/C,NvO/C,N,I/C,N,O" $

CHKPNT BHH $

ENDALTFR

CEND
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Table 2.- Basic Structural Dynamic Model Description

!ubstructure

No. of No. of Structural Elements

Gridpoints* Plate Bar Scalar Spri,.ng

No. of

Dynamic
D.O.F.

ISM Aft Shell

:SM Equip. Sect.

49 45 32 24

54

Inner Shell

Ring Frames

Longerons

75 " 60
45
60

leaction Wheels 4 16 24

huttle Attach. 4

wd SSM Shell 12

iGA 12

iolar Arrays 20

ITA/SI-SSM

nterface & Backup 6

:etering Truss 32

econdary Mirror

& Support 13
I

_rimary Mirror

& Support 40
!

iocal Plane Struct. 19

8

II
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